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March 29 – 4:00 – 5:30 p.m.
Saskatchewan Institute of Public Policy/Canadian Plains
Research Centre
Book Launch: “Health Care in Saskatchewan: An Analytical Profile”
SIPP Window Room, Gallery Building, College Avenue Campus
Free admission; pre-registration required by calling 585-5863 or
emailing sipp@uregina.ca
uthors Dr. Gregory Marchildon and Kevin O'Fee will give
a presentation on their newly released book,“Health Care
in Saskatchewan.”The authors will explain how health
services are organized, financed and delivered in the province.They
will also compare Saskatchewan with other provinces in terms of
services, spending and health outcomes.This integrated view of
health care in Saskatchewan will be particularly useful for health
professionals, policy makers, managers and students.
Marchildon is Canada Research Chair in Public Policy and
Economic History at the U of R's Graduate School of Public Policy.
He has also served as executive director of the Romanow Royal
Commission on Health Care. O'Fee is currently manager of Dialogue
and Public Consultation with SIPP, and has served as research and
policy analyst for the Romanow Commission.
A reception will follow where copies of the book will be available
for purchase.
Find parking information at:
http://www.uregina.ca/ancillaries/parking/
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Friday, March 30 – 3:30 p.m.
Biology seminar
“The impacts of drought on biodiversity with specific reference to habitat for endangered species in the northern
mixed grass prairies”
Speaker: Susan Rever
Rm. 126, Classroom Bldg.

Info: 585-4146

Saturday, March 31 – 7:30 p.m.
Chamber Singers and Concert Choir performance
Conductor: Diane Taylor-Neale
First Presbyterian Church

Tickets available at the door.

Connecting universities through
teaching, learning and research
In 1997 the University of Regina formed a partnership with
SNDT Women's University in Mumbai, India, bringing together
educators and students from two very different cultures and
education systems.The partnership provides a framework for
the institutions to work together on joint educational and
research activities, faculty exchanges and student exchanges
for study and research.
“India is a booming economy of a billion people,” says Dr.
Larry Symes, who was instrumental in negotiating the
agreement with SNDT on behalf of the U of R. He also
recently completed agreements with six other universities and
colleges that will expand the U of R's relationship with India,
and add to the international quality on the campus. “English is
the unifying language of India, so we have much to share.
Canada is well regarded in the world, but we often don't turn
that to our benefit,” says Symes.
The strongest relationship within the existing agreement has
developed in the practice of instructional design, course design
and distance education, involving the Master in Educational
Technology/Computer Applications (METCA) program at
SNDT and the Distance Learning Division and the Centre for
Academic Technologies at the U of R.
Following an exchange of two graduate interns and a visiting
scholar from SNDT in 2004, the U of R's Director of Teaching
and Learning, Dr.Vi Maeers, spent a week at SNDT in 2005 to
lay the groundwork for U of R staff to travel to Mumbai. She
was impressed with what she saw.
“They have done a lot of work on learning theory, and their
instructional designers could go and work anywhere in the
world. At the same time, we have access to technologies
they've never worked with,” she says.
In January 2007 Instructional Designer Willadell Garreck and
Graphics Designer/Multimedia Specialist Dan Carr spent two
weeks in Mumbai working with students, faculty and
administrators with the METCA program. (An instructional
designer is a member of a multidisciplinary team that creates,
designs and administers online and televised courses and any
supplemental materials).
Garreck gave several presentations and provided hands-on
experience with tools like WebCT (the U of R's course
management system), while Carr worked with the senior class
and with the program's multimedia development team.
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L to R: Prachi Parashar, visiting scholar from SNDT Women’s
University in Mumbai, India; Willadell Garreck, instructional
designer with the Distance Learning Division (DLD); Vi Maeers,
director of Teaching and Learning; Dan Carr, graphic designer/
multimedia specialist at the Centre for Academic Technologies;
Brenda Hackl, DLD instructional designer; and Larry Symes,
Office of International Co-operation and Development, have all
participated in the University’s partnership with SNDT.

“I spent several days reviewing the web-based portfolios the
senior students developed for their instructional design
course,” Carr says. “I also learned a lot from the extensive
and detailed storyboarding techniques they use to plan their
projects.”
Garreck adds that the exchanges add another international
element to the U of R student body. Brenda Hackl, a U of R
instructional designer who went to Mumbai a year ago, notes
that the technology changes so quickly that being able to
learn from multiple sources helps everyone keep up. “It's a
living and ongoing interchange of ideas,” she says. “I keep in
touch with people I met there through instant messaging
every couple of days.”
All three agree that both institutions have benefited from
the exchanges, which will continue in April when two new
graduate interns and a visiting scholar arrive from Mumbai.

Info: 585-5532

Sunday, April 1 – 7:30 p.m.
Best of the Baroque concert series
Conductor: Carl Cherland
Rex Schneider Auditorium, Luther College
Tickets available at the door.

Info: 791-9160

Wednesday, April 4 – 3:30 p.m.
Humanities Research Institute Profiling Scholarship series
“Democracy without Language? Lexical Creativity in a
Nigerian Minority Language”
Speaker: Emmanuel Aito
Rm. 215, Institut Francais

Info: 585-4226

Thursday, April 5 – 1:15 p.m.
Chemistry seminar
“Chalcone synthase superfamily: a closer look at moss”
Speaker: Graeme Gordon
Rm. 408, Classroom Bldg.

Info: 585-4226
Over 100 graduate and honours students from across the prairies gathered at the U of R recently to attend the 41st annual Prairie University’s
Biological Symposium (PUBS). PUBS is an opportunity for Biology students from Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba to share ideas and
research.

Thursday, April 5 – 3:30 p.m.
URQI Speaker’s series
“Of Bodies and Blood: Queer Citizenship between 9/11
and The Passion of Christ”
Speaker: Randal Rogers
Rm. 187, Kinesiology and Health Studies Bldg.

FACES

Info: 585-5571
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Friday, April 6
Good Friday
University of Regina is closed.
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Monday, April 9 – 7:30 p.m.

to New Delhi, visiting scholar Prachi Parashar
exclaims, “My calendar is full; I don't know when I'm

Department of History and Humanities Research
Institute event
“Vimy Ridge: Interpreting the Battle 90 Years Later”
Speakers: Ian Germani & James Pitsula
Rm. 215, Institut Francais

ontacted a couple of weeks before her return home

going to pack!” Reviewing the long list of her instructional
design, teaching and research projects since she arrived at
the U of R last April, it's clear that packing may well be a
last-minute scramble.
This is Parashar's second time

Info: 585-4209

on campus. In 2004 she did a

April 9-13

three month internship as a

SPARK camps
Two Creative Drama Studios:Ages 6-8 & 9-11
Two Arts Adventures at the Circus:Ages 5-7 & 8-11
Registration: 585-5830

project trainee under an

For a complete calendar of events at the University of Regina,
visit our website at www.uregina.ca
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Parashar came back to campus as a visiting scholar, but also
again as a student. She squeezed in English as a Second
Language (ESL) classes, while teaching here. “I didn't have to
take the classes, and I didn't tell anyone,” she explains with her
infectious laugh. “I wanted to take the classes to see how
learners learn here. It helped me a lot in developing the
strategies and skills I used in designing online courses.”
Summing up her experience – including creating, designing
and instructing a new module in a graduate Education course

agreement between the U of R

– Parashar says being a visiting scholar at the U of R gave her

and SNDT Women's University

opportunities to try everything related to new social and

in Mumbai, India. After

conferencing software, and get immediate feedback from adult

completing her undergraduate

learners.

degree in Computer Science,
Prachi Parashar

University's gradate Educational Technology program.

Parashar entered the

www.uregina.ca

“I will take back many ideas to the company I work for, and I
will pass them along to SNDT Women's University.”

